
Planning Unit 20 and VRES 
 
Current Van Raub Zone 

 

The current VRES zone begins 24-25 with more than 100 students over 
capacity. It reaches 120% capacity in 27-28. This zone was one of the 
primary zones identified by the committee for enrollment relief. 

 
 
Van Raub Reduced Zone 

 

The reduced VRES zone that you see in the presented options begins 24-25 under 
capacity.  It reaches capacity in 26-27.  It does not reach 120% before 33-34.  This 
zone provides enrollment relief, but still leaves VRES slightly over capacity for the 
next several years. This would be manageable with the use of temporary buildings to 
accommodate overflow.  This model would have one grade level or less in temporary 
buildings over time. 

 
 
Van Raub with PU 20 Included 

 

If we include Planning Unit 20 in the VRES zone, then VRES begins 24-25 over 
capacity.  It reaches 120% capacity in 31-32.  This model would result in 
multiple grade levels in temporary buildings over time. It does not provide 
adequate enrollment relief for VRES. 

 



 
Note: When considering the VRES reduced zone, we looked at all options for relieving VRES.  This included 
options that moved either planning units 82B or 84B out of VRES.  Moving planning unit 84B out of VRES proved 
unworkable for enrollment relief.  84B has 176-222 students.  If moved into FORES, it makes that zone overfull.  
Even after moving planning unit 79 out of FORES, moving 84B into FORES still makes the zone overfull, as 
planning 84B has more students in it (176-22) than planning unit 79 (159-170).  Some committee members 
proposed splitting planning unit 79 in half and moving half of planning unit 79 into CCES to make room for moving 
planning unit 84B into FORES.  However, moving half of planning unit 79 out of FORES does not make enough 
room for planning unit 84B as planning unit 84B contains more students than all of planning unit 79.   
 
 
 


